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Seventh International Specialty Conference on Cold-Formed Steel Structures
,St. Louis, Missouri, U.S.A., November 13-14, 1984

GOLD FORMED STEEL IN FOLDED TRUSS DECKS
by Robert W_ Dannemann

*

INTRODUCTION
Space structures have a special appeal for architects and the general public, but
they are normally limited to monumental uses of design, like convention and
exhibition halls, sports arenas, churches and other prominent decks, where a modern
looking framing is desirable_
The authors' intention in this paper is to investigate the possibilities of a wider
use of latticed structures for flat roofs in factories and comercial buildings
employing cold formed steel profiles_ For this purpose two basic points will be
investigated:
1st) Weight optimisation
2nd) Structural safeness
To start with it will be shown that for rectangular flat plates, made of orthogonal
girder grids, space action does not necessarily provide structures of less weight
than simple one way paralellgirders of the same height. It will be demonstrated that
in practical design and dimentioning of space grids, these ones require more
structural steel than the one way trusses of the same height spanning over the
narrowest side.
Secondly, it will shown that the structural safety of the orthotropic latticed grid
is strongly dependant upon the accuracies of fabrication and erection as well as on
their degree of structural indeterminacy. Both analysis will converge in favouring
the one way girder solution in comparison to the highly hyperstatic latticed space
grid. The "folded truss" concept will be introduced, as a solution that preserves
the most important advantages of latticed structures, but it will eliminate the
negative factors which affect safety in space structures, with less structural weight
requirements.
Finally it will be shown how cold formed steel sections may adapt with flexibility
to the "folded truss" design, favouring a broader usage of cold formed steel. The
present analysis will be limited to horizontal rectangular latticed deck structures,
supported uniformily along the edges. All other irregularly supported, continuous,
curved, sloped or arbitrarly shaped plates are not included in this study. Anyhow,
probably some of this paper conclusions may be applicable to some of the above
mentioned space structures.
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PRELIMINAR CONCEPTUAL ANALYSIS

In reference (5) Iffland made an ample description on preliminar planning of space
structures. The author believes that in that planning a closer analysis of the influence
of support conditions of the latticed plates should be included. In single, as well as
in continuous plates, the support conditions are of prime importance.
Single rectangular plates, uniformly supported on the contour edges, will be analyzed
in this Paper. This structural arrangement is probably the most frequent, and the
conclusions on their behaviour will be conceptually applicable to other support
conditions and even to continous plates. But before entering into the study of uniformly
supported plates, other support conditions of single rectangular plates deserve some
thoughts to be able to determine their influence upon the space structural behaviour.
The different cases of edge supports in rectangular plates are shown on fig. 1. The case
A) will be studied in this Paper. The other cases show the following particularities:
CASE B Can be considered as the half of a simply supported slab of double length.
Consequently the actual free edge will be the mid section of the doubled slab. Therefore
the analysis of the A type will be applicable to B.
CASE D In this case no space action will occur because the girders paralell to the
supporting edges become inactive. The conclusion is that in this case the slab action
is the same as the one way girders spanning from one support edge to the other.
CASE E This case is similar to a concrete slab resting on four isolated corner columns.
They exist "column" and "middle" strips, with higher moments in the former. But in the
mid sections in either direction, the summatory of these moments is equal to the total
of the moments of one way girders in either direction. This identity shows clearly that
for the same height no economy can be obtained by space action. On the contrary, the
more uneven moment distribution in the grid girders will be unfavourable for an economic
design.
CASES F AND C In these cases the moment distribution becomes more complicated. The case
F can be considered as a combination of cases D and E and then, space action advantages
do not appear as too beneficial. The case C is difficult fo be prejudged conceptually.
The first conclusion of this brief analysis is that for cases D, E and F the space grid
does not represent a reduction in structural weights when compared to a simple one way
girder solution, provided that the same limiting height has been established for both.
It is necessary to clarify that in the case of one way girders these ones are generally
oriented parallelly to the narrowest side and with border main girders on the other free
edges which can be frequently designed without height limitations, thus allowing
important reductions in structural weights,
ME}lliER FORCES IN LATTICED STRUCTURES
Latticed structures have been extensively studied and there exists an important
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bibliography on the subject (9) (10). Different approaches have been developed, from
simplified analysis to the so called exact resolutions, based on solving the static
indetenninacy ecuations, method well suited for present computational techniques and
possibilities. The so called plate analogy (4) has deserved some preferences probably
because it permits the designer to refer to traditional plate design and behaviour,
generally well known from the classic theories of Strength of Materials. Actually
computer capacities allow an easy and fast solution of latticed grids of a high number
of bars. Therefore the member force determination in latticed structures nowadays will
offer no dificulties. Latticed plate structures behaviour differs from solid plates.
Most structural arrangements in steel space trusses have no torsional rigidity.
Therefore their behaviour differ strongly from ordinary compact plate (RC).
To obtain an adequate conceptual knowledge of these structures the author adopted a
grid of orthogonal vertical girders (fig. 2b) which intersect each other at 90° and
mantain their continuity in the crossing points, each other separated by a modular
distance MOD, instead of the latticed structure shown in fig. 2a, which is one of the
most common space truss layouts. Both grids can be considered equivalent for bending
and the results of the analysis of fig. 2b grid may be extended to the space truss of
fig. 2a.
STRUCTURAL OPTUUSATION APPROACH
On the grid shown on fig. 2b the author performed a theoretical investigation which
covers a variety of side relations and stiffness conditions. The analysis has been
done for plates with its narrowest side a = 10 LU wide (fig. 3a) and a lenght b of
times a. The side relation CX will be varied from 1 to 2 with intervals of 0,2. For
the structural weight comparison the plates will be loaded in all the crossing points
by a concentrated load of one FORCE UNIT = 1 FU. Each of these plates will be compared
to the same surface covered by one way simple paralell girders, spanning over the
narroest side (fig. 3b) and each other separated, by the same distance MOD = 1 LU.
For the structural weight comparison between this two alternates, following reasoning
applies. In this case analysis will be limited to chords only. For web material
requirements final conclusions will be similar. For the simplicity of the analysis no
buckling reduced allowable stress will be considered.
In the trusses shown in fig. 3c when a bound stress (allowable stress) F is stablished,
each chord section A req will be:
Areq _

H

_ k . M (LU 2 )

(1)

-~-

The required structural section Areq will be proportional to the moment M acting in
each point of the structure, when hand F are constant values. The structural weight
required, per unitary lenght, will be:
Wreq = 2 Areq

SW

2k . SW . M (FU)

(2)

LU

Wherever SW is the specific weight of the material. The total weight of the structure
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will then be the summa tory of all the Wreq multiplied by the corresponding lenght
increment and extended over the whole structure:
Wtot

=

I: Wreq

•.b.l (FU) =

KSW L\" M.tu

(3)

This simple analysis shows that for flat plates when h is constant the optimal required
weight will be directly proportional to the summatory of moment areas of all the girders
Besides this proportionality, moments of inertia, in trusses can be also expressed by:
J

A • h 2
--2-

(4)

showing that in the optimisation condition when h and the bound stress F are constant,
the moments of inertia, the chord sections and the weight of the structure are
proportional to the applied moments in each section of the girders. As a consequence in
that condition of minimal weight, the moment curves will represent the chord areas and
the moments of inertia, and the moment areas the total weight of the structure.
BEHAVIOUR OF STEEL GIRDER GRIDS

The author has carried out different studies to compare the structural weight of
orthotropic space grids covering rectangular surfaces with one way latticed girders
covering the same surface. In the current bibliography available to the author (1) (6)
(7) it is generally stated that space grids are lighter than simple one way girders,
specially when the side ratio is between 1 and 1,5. In the authors investigations this
has been confirmed only for theorical. grids, but not for steel grids as those designedir
practice employing available profiles. In reference (2) the author found, based on the
isotropic girder grids theory, that, in practice, for all side ratios, one way girders
require less structural material than space grids admitting the same height for both
structures. Recently the author made a more detailed study, employing succesive series
of computation runs on rectangular slabs with varying side ratio from 1 to 2. Detail
of these investigations will be published elsewhere (3). In this Paper only the main
results will be given, as well as the final conclusions, which confirm the author's
previous studies (2).
The computational investigations had been based on following hypothesis:
- only single horizontal plane rectangular orthogonal grids have been investigated
- the grids are supposed to be loaded uniformly and normally to the plane
- the plates are uniformly supported on all sides
- neither continuity nor cantilever action have been considered
- for comparison grids and one way girders have the same height
- grids girders and one way girders are separated by the same modular distance MOD
- for weight comparison only chords have been investigated
- bound stress (allowable) is constant and for simplicity of analysis no buckling
reduction has been considered.
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The basic ideas for the method of comparing structural weight has been explained
already. Following investigations has been performed:
a) ISOTROPIC GRID In these cases the grids have orthogonal identical chords in both
main directions. This solution is typical for RC grids where moments of inertia
are mainly defined by the girder concrete section with a reduced influence of the
steel reinforcement. First run was done for this case and as expected increasing
differences between }1x and My were found, differences wich become greater, the
higher the side ratio is. As equal chord sections have been considered, an excess
of structural material exists in the y girders, specially for the higher side
ratios. Therefore the isotropic girder solution in no case (except the square
plate) will offer an economical solution for space grids in steel.
b) ORTHOTROPIC GRIDS The analysis of isotropic grids showed clearly that the sections
of the girders of the y direction have a considerable excess in their strength
when compared to the required ones. As already stated, for the optimisation
condition the sections (and moment of inertia) of these girders should be equal to
the required section, defined by the moment in each point. In the performed
investigation it was found that when reducing the sections and repeating the
computation, with the revised chord sections, additional decreases in the My
moments occur. This made it necessary to perform succesive sets of computation
runs which finally converged to a value of the Jy / Jx = ~ relation which satisfies
the condition of equalling the My / ~~ ratio.
In fig. 4, the grid of side ratio 1,4 has been shown as an example of the iteration
process obtained through succesive computational runs. The x and y moments have
been drawn for the mid sections. In this process the Jx (that means also Ax) has
been mantained constant and related by the expression (4). Following inertia ratios
Cf has been succesively applied:
RUN

Cf

RATIO

1

Isotropic
Orthotropic uniform chords

2

0,714

3

0,375

4

0,375

Orthotropic stepped chords

5

0,15

Orthotropic uniform chords

6

0,10

"

In all these runs the girders in either direction are uniform, meaning that they
are all identical, except in case 4 where the girders are stepped in both
directions, by having chords with stepwise changing sections plus decreasing
sections laterally, adjusting to the laterally decreasing moments. This aditional
run 4 was made to check the influence of stepped chords and it was proved that the
influence of stepping the girders was not important. The main Mx moment in the
center x direction showed practically the same, thus defining the principal section
for design. Therefore the conclusion of this study may be also valid for stepped
girders.
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To clarify the convergence process for all the plates, in fig. 5 the Cp inertia
ratios have been drawn, for the different side ratios. On the horizontal axis the
supposed ratios are scaled and represented by the 45°diagonal. The six curves shown
between this diagonal and the horizontal axis represent the resulting inertia ratio
for each supposed ~ value and for the different ex side ratios. In all cases this
relation is less than the supposed one, but with the particularity that they
converge to a value that is the same for all side ratios. Last assumed value for
inertia ratio was 0,1 shows only a 1% difference with the final resulting value.
Therefore an excess in structural material always exists in all those cases where
resulting l{J ratio does not equal the assumed Cf' value. The point where the
optimisation condition is satisfied is in the convergence point of~ = 0,1. It is
a remarkable fact that the convergence point is independant of the side ratio.
The square plate represents a special condition where two optimal conditions exist
as a kind of unstable condition. One optimal condition is the one where both
directions have identical girders. The other is obtained by intentionally reducing
the section of one of the two sets of girders, which will show the same convergence
process than the plates of the other side ratios (fig. 5).
The computational iteration process has been performed on the six different side
ratio grids. For simplicity sake only the initial (isotropic grid) and final states
are shown on the graphs of fig. 6. Dotted lines correspond to isotropic grids,
meaning all girders of the same section. The full lines represent the moments in
the critical sections of the final computation, which correspond to the relation
l{J = 0,1 and represent orthotropic grids, where the Moment of Inertia in the y
direction is ten times less than in the x direction. These graphs, besides its
possibility to serve as design charts, directly providing the maximal moments for
the main axis, deserve some commentaries because they clarify the structural
functioning of steel girder grids. One of the important conclusions is that in
practise all grids have a similar final structural response, with a remarkable
uniformity in maximal moments in either main directions. Table N~ 1 show these
maximal values:
TABLE

N~

1

Mx

Hy

1.0

l3.89

1.33

1.2

14.20

1.25

1.4

l3.99

1.26

1.6

l3.59

1. 28

Side ratio

1.8

l3.99

1. 29

2.0

14.21

1. 29

Average value: l3. 98
1.28
Required Cf> ratio=. ~ = 0.091
(average)
13.98
Notes: The values are given in FU x LU
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The values of table 1 may be compared to the referente valve of Mo, which is the
maximal moment in one way girder.
Mo = 12,5

Resulting

M

1.12 Mo

M

0.102 Mo

x
Y

The most important conclusion is that structural response becomes practically
independant of side ratio, being for steel grids totally different from the
isotropic grids employed in RC construction. In the x direction the girders act
very closely to one way girders, with some of them with moments around 10% higher
than one way girders. On the contrary, the secondary girders of the y direction
act more like purlins because they require a resisting moment, down to 10 times
less than the x girders. The y directed girders contribute to the supporting of
load only in their ends, acting as girders supported elastically by the external
x directed girders. This interesting behaviour deserves future analysis.
STRUCTURAL WEIGHT COMPARISON
To compare the weight of space grids and one way girders, following values are
defined:
S}ffi

Structural Material Required

SMA

Structural Material Available

SNR is the summatory of the moment areas of all girders and the SMA is the summatory
of all moment capacities areas of same girders. The optimisation condition is defined
by the structure where all parts are stressed to the bound stress. As only chords of
the girders are considered, the structural weight should be, in the optimized state,
directly proportional to the moment of applied loads in each point of the structure.
Being the SMR the summatory of moment diagram areas, the optimal grid is such that
each chord is directly coincident with the required structural area, that is to say
Sl1A is equal to SMR. The result is a structure of equal resistance which may be called
"isoresistant". In actual girders of constant height this is impossible, because it
means cero structural sections on the end of girders. In design practice a certain
coverage of available material SMA always exists in excess over S~ffi, generally
conditioned by available structural profiles or sheet gages.
In fig. 7 three different cases are shown where the SMR and SMA curves have been
drawn. The first case, Fig. 7 a) is the isoresistant girder for the x and the y
direction, where, as defined, the S}ffi curve coincides with the SMA one. In fig. 7 b)
the case of uniform chords is shown, where for the same SMR curves of fig.a), the SMA
is represented now by a rectangle. Shaded areas represent the excess areas of material,
over the theoretical optimal solution. In fig. 7 c) same girders have the x girders
with stepped chords, meanwhile the y girders mantain constant chords, because of its
final very reduced values (only 10% of Mx). This last example corresponds to the
normal case in practice and it shows how, by this way , excess material is reduced
considerably, thus increasing structural efficiency and becoming closer to the
optimized case of fig. 7 a). These three cases have been computed for the different
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side ratios and in fig. 8 final results are shown referred to the reference value of
100 for the SMR of one way the stepped girders, for each of the six side ratios.
This line is a parallel to the side ratio axis and permits direct reading of
percentages of comparison with the theoretical optimal one way girder value in each
case. On the same diagram following other values have been drawn:
SMR of orthotropic isoresistant space grid
SMA of isoresistant one way girders
- SMA of stepped space grid (orthotropic)
- SHA of uniform one way girders
- S11A of uniform orthotropic space grid
- SMA of uniform isotropic space grid
These lines show very clearly the relations of structural weight requirements and
that the only case where space grids are positively of less weight than one ways
girders is in the isoresistant design, which as previously explained, is not possible
in practice. Looking for the real cases, the stepped chord solution shows a small
difference favouring the space grid form side relation of 1,0 to 1,2. Over this
relation the one way girders are slightly lighter than space grids. Haximum difference
is for the side ratio of 2,0 where the one way girder show around 4,7% less weight
than the grid. But it must be mentioned that this result depends on the level of chord
stepping adopted by the designer which may modify these results.
It must be pointed out that in practice the coverage of the St1R curve is strongly
dependant on available shapes gages and that the steps sometimes can not be well
adjusted to the moment jumps, thus increasing the structural weight and reducing the
efficiency. As in space grids these jumps range from 1,12 110 to 0,102 Mo (maximal
Moments) it becomes clear that this coverage design is much more difficult than the
one in the one way girders where all girders are alike. Therefore important additional
structural material excesses have to be expected. in practical design for the space
grid in the stepped chord solution. For practical fabrication reasons or profile
availability, the orthotropic uniform chord grid must be adopted often. In this case
the material overruns become very important with around 80% over the one way
isoresistant girder solution and 50% over the SMA of the one way stepped girder
solution, as shown in fig. 8.
Finally it can be concluded that in practice grids are always heavier than one way
girders. Consideraing that structural weight is the prime component of the cost, when
additional costs for fabrication and erection are added, then it becomes clear that
space grids will be normally of much higher costs than the one way girder solution,
because'of the more complicated space structure arrangaments, plus the conssiderable
cost incidence of the special patented joints (5).
THE FOLDED TRUSS CONCEPT
In ref (1) on page 23 a case of one way structural system for roof is shown, with
the so called "self bracing trusses". The author's opinion is that this solution of
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:riangular section trusses deserve a closer analysis and probably will be appropiate
to call them "folded trusses" because this system works like a folded plate structure
~here continuos slabs are replaced by trusses. These structures include the self
bracing concept which allows to control buckling lenghts and overall stability,
property that is fundamental in the economy of weights, when dealing with light
structures.
In fig. 9 three alternates are shown for covering a rectangular surface. Fig. 9 a)
represents a set of one way standard trusses; Fig. 9 b) is a space framed slab and
c:) the "folded truss" solution. In the vertical plane standard truss solution the
trusses need to be braced laterally, requiring either a complete lower chord bracing
or sway frames between the trusses. The importance of these bracings is normally
3epending on the possibility of compression in the chord. This compression may be
originated by wind uplift forces or by other actions, like crane lateral forces,
temperature effects, etc.
In the case of space grids, the lower chord is stabilized by the own structural space
arrangement and therefore no extra bracing is required. The space grid has a natural
ability to resist upward forces and compressions in all members. But the folded truss
solution preserves the same advantage with less material than space grid, as it has
been demonstrated before. Consequently the folded truss structure, represents an
efficcient structural solution, with additional advantages which will be analyzed
next.
FABRICATION AND ERECTION INNACURACIES
Space structures normally have a very high degree of indeterminacy and the computation
of the internal bar forces must be based on certain hypothesis and joint behaviour
conditions, to allow the mathematical representation of its structural functioning.
Nodes of a space grid are supposed to be ideally pinned with no friction and the axis
of bars are considered as perfectly centered in the joints centroid. No slip in the
joint is accepted. But it has been already stated in (8) and (11) that the space
grids have a considerable sensitivity to any factor that changes or may affect these
ideal conditions. Schmidt (ref 8) had shown records of considerable strenght reductions
on space grids tested in laboratory with reductions near to 40% of the theoretical
calculated strength. These results are a clear warning for indiscriminate space
structure use, because the probability and risk of fabrication defects and erection
innacuracies will be much higher in the field than in laboratory tests. Any additional
excentricity, often unknow to the engineer, or operations like cutting, welding,
torch cutting and hole enlarging can happen when supervision is not tight. Erection
crews often do not realize that in space structures such operations, relatively
harmless in normal steel structures, may alterate the computation conditions and
reducing the structural safety. These requirements normally represent increased costs,
plus the cost of the special joint devices, plus higher level in the fabrication and
erection supervision which leads to higher costs in the range of 25 to 75% of the
steel structure costs as mentioned in (5) . For this reason, well designed and
constructed space structures, even when its weight is low, are normally expensive
which is a limiting factor for its wider use.
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Real space structures are generally best suited for irregular shaped structures,
with an architecturally plastic relevance, where space action in many directions
may allow plastic expressions of great imagination, as an expression of our present
technical status. But never in a strictly economic sense, as it is often affirmed
in the technical bibliography, recommending space structures as a optimal cost
solution.
JOINTS IN SPACE STRUCTURES
Joints in classic latticed grids are space nodes where three or more bars
equilibrate their forces through special designed joint devices. These joints
should be able to safely absorb all possible load combinations and preferably with
no excentricity effects at all. The correct joint design has always been the basic
concern of the property systems in space structures.
When a space node is a biplanar joint, the problem of joint design becomes greatly
simplified. A biplanar node is a space joint located in the edge of the intersection
of two planes, in which all the bars concurring to the joint are contained. In folded
trusses the common joints of any of two trusses are biplanar joints. In accordance
with the latticed structure theory the loads are supposed to be applied in the joints.
When a load such as P is applied on the node A (fig. 10) for example, the force P may
be replaced by 3 components: the component H contained in the edge line and forces
PI and P2 perpendicular to the edge line and contained in each of the two planes 1
and 2. Structurally the two trusses will share the component H in the common chord,
and components PI and P2 producing shear an bending actions in either truss. In this
way space action will be reduced to two planar actions plus an axial force on the
edge chords. Transverse space action do not exist and the joint design is reduced to
normal truss joint technique. This makes a positive advance for the folded truss when
compared with plain space structures. Besides, folded truss structures look like
space frames, but where structural action is simply one way and fabrication
techniques and joint development are similar to common structures. For these reasons
the folded truss becomes highly competitive when compared to real space structures,
because it is not handicapped by costly joints, fabrication and patent royalties,
nor sensible to special erection procedures.
COLD FORMED PROFILES IN BIPLANAR JOINTS
Folded trusses may have any angle between the two planes, from 25° to 60° of slope
referred to the horizontal plane. Because of this variable angle, common hot rolled
shapes do not adapt well to this type of structure. Instead of this, cold formed
profiles and tubing offer the design flexibility to be used in the chords in different
ways, some of them showed on the fig. 11.
BASIC STRUCTURAL ARRANGEMENTS OF FOLDED TRUSSES
Folded trusses may be fabricated with single or double chords. Single chords are
employed in isolated triangular trusses like in figure 12 a where trusses are erected
separatedly leaving a truss width between them. In this solution purlins lay
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transversely on top of the two upper chords of the trusses. By this way purlin
spans and their weight are reduced.
Single chord trusses may also be employed as continuous plates by having the trusses
side by side, where the chords become common to adjacent trusses. This arrangement
is convenient for the erection on the ground of complete sets of girders forming a
slab which is later erected in only one operation (Fig.12 b). These sections may
also be covered whit the roof sheeting on the ground, reducing the erection
operations on the roof.
A more flexible system is obtained by using double chords (Fig. 13). In this case
each of the two sloped truss of the fold'ed truss is fabricated as a plane truss in
a way very similar to common trusses. Fabrication can either be bolted or welded
in shop or in the field. When shop fabricated the trusses may go on the truck
laying horizontally to be later joined in the field by bolting the chords together,
forming triangular folded units, which again may be erected one by one, or forming
slabs preerected on the ground.
CONSTRUCTION EXAMPLES
15 years ago the author saw for the first time an application of coif formed space
framed grid in a weekend bungalow where an ample terrace made of wooden planks was
supported on a latticed grid. This house is situated on a Chilean beach town and
the design belongs to Mr Schuster, the engineer owner of that villa.
Later on, another Chilean engineer, Mr R. Jara, got a patent in Chile and Argentina
for a system of space structures based on cold formed chords and diagonals, similar
to the first one shown on fig. lla). This system were partially employed in the
design of the 200 by 170 ft wide hangar for the AUSTRAL Airlines in the Buenos
Aires Aeroparque (Fig. 14). Different reasons concurred to the adoption of one way
latticed girders instead of traditional space trusses, as it had been asked by the
Architect. Apart from the convenience of avoiding foundations on both lateral walls,
approximately 170 feet long, to eliminate interferences with existing foundations,
the author preferred the one way girder alternative which was acceptable to the
Architect, because no significant difference exists in its appearence when compared
to real space trusses. At that time the author called this solution a "pseudo space
structure" to mark the difference. This solution avoids the use of space joints.
Some interesting features are worthy mentioning. No purlin has been used in this
structure because the roof sheeeting is directly lying on the upper chord of the
folded trusses, by the use of screw fasteners. A very aggressive design was adopted
for the 40 by 50 wide sliding doors, where a real space structure was adopted. It
was totally built in cold formed profiles and with the 24 gage sheeting integrated
into the structure with screw fasteners,acting as one of the chords. These doors
are only 12 inches (30 cm) thick, because of space limitations. In this case a real
space structure were used to get a convenient overall stiffness by space frame
action, reducing costs and providing lightness favourable to easy operation in
sliding of the doors.
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All walls around the perimeter of the structure were designed also as latticed
triangular jambs, employing special cold formed profiles. The total weight of
the AUSTRAL hangar structure, including the 50 feet heigh wall structure and
the heavy front portal, is less than 30 kg per/sqm(6 psf). The design loads of
this structure were a 100 kg/sqm (20 psf) wind load, including the corresponding
uplift effect on the roof, and a vertical live load of 30 kg/sqm (6 psf) as
prescribed by local code (no snow load in Buenos Aires).
Recently the author designed the new Gualeguaychu plant for the local steel
tube fabricator ROMAGNOLI CHIARINI, with a flat roof (Fig. 16) of 7600 sq
meters (approx 82.000 sqf) supported on columns 20 m (66 feet) apart (Fig. 16).
Originally a continuous flat latticed plate was planned by the architects. The
author changed this design based on the arguments stated in this paper and
finally the one way folded truss solution were adopted. To bypass the problems
of continuity in the deck plates, the one way girders were designed as GERBER
type, conform~ng one way structured plates of static determined behaviour.
Transversally runniging 20 m long main girders were adopted. The moments of the
one way girders were reduced by this GERBER solution (fig. 16) and the same
girders were used to stabilize the main trusses. In this design all bars,
chords and diagonals are tubes fabricated by the owner Company. Only in the main
trusses some more heavy brake cold formed special profiles were employed to
facilitate the connections. All girders were planned to be welded on ground and
later erected by bolting. The roof sheeeting lies on very light lapped Z type
purl ins spanning only 3,30 m (11 feet). The roof is nearly flat with only 3%
slope. The design loads are similar to the AUSTRAL project, and in this case
the structural weight of deck was reduced to 7,5 kg/sq m (1,5 psf). In both
examples local low grade, called "commercial" steel was employed with a
yielding of only 28 ksi. Certainly the weight could have been reduced even more
by employing steels of higher grade.
FUTURE OF FOLDED TRUSSES
The idea of the folded truss is not new at all. It has been used in many ways,
in single and multiple folded decks. For this reason it is not the authors
intention to claim for originality. What the author wants to point out is that
in many cases, where the owner or the architect wants a space grid solution,
the folded truss alternative made of cold formed profiles and tubes will offer
a highly competitive alternative, with similar aesthetical appeal, but
positively less expensive.
In many regions, the wind action on flat decks is the most important load,
producing important uplift forces. It has already be explained that the self
stabilizing propierty of the latticed girders offer an optimal solution, where
lower chords are fixed for buckling and no special auxiliary elements are
necessary for this.
CONCLUSIONS
Flat rectangular decks can be covered by a latticed structure which looks very
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similar to real space grids, formed by triangular latticed one-way girders over
the narrowest span of the rectangle.
It has been shown that this "folded truss" arrangement mantain some of the
advantages of space grids by offering the same progressive look, as well as a
self bracing quality. At the same time its structural weight is lower than
traditional space trusses, avoiding by its static determined structural
behaviour the dangers of higher degrees of indeterminacy, where any deviation
in design, fabrication or erection may habe a negative influence on the
structural safeness.
The fabrication and erection of folded trusses when employing adequate cold
formed shapes do not require the use of costly sohpisticated joints, nor
special expertise.
The employment of cold formed profiles offers a great flexibility for the
design of chords and probably the use of tubes in the diagonals may provide
the most convenient solution to promote practical and handy production
procedures.
Finally it is expected that the folded truss solution will be in the future a
valid alternative for large flat roofs for industrial and commercial buildings,
increasing at the same time the use of cold formed steel and structural tubes.
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APPENDIX II - NOTATIONS
MOD

Hodule of grid

a

Width of rectangular plate

b

Lenght of rectangular plate

ex

b/a = side ratio

LU

Lenght unit (a definitive value in any system)

FU

Force unit (a definite value in any system)

F

Allowable stress for steel

A

Area of section (LU 2 )
Moment (FU x LU)

h

Distance between centroids of chords (LU)

k

Constant value = (inverse of h x F)

W

req

Required structural weight per unit lenght (FU/LU)
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A
req

Required structural area of each chord (FU)

SW

Specific weight (FU/LU 3 )

Wtot

Total weight of girders chords (FU)

J

~

Moment of inertia (LU 4 )

Jx

~

Moment of inertia paralell to the x axis

J

y

Moment of inertia paralell to the y axis

M
x

Static moment in the x direction

My

Static moment in the y direction

GP

Jy/Jx ~ ratio of moments of inertia

Mo

Reference value for moments (moment at center in one way girder)

SMR

Structural Material Required
chords (FU)

SMA

Structural Material Available

q

Uniform distributed load (FU/LU)

theoretical required weight of both

~

actual weight of the chords (FU).
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